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Tribal
elders fight
relocation
By Inn) SlEirek
Daily staff writer

George N. Orli, Dsily photo

editor

Most people know of the largest American Indian nation as
the Navajo, rather than the Dineh, their preferred traditional tribal
name. Most Americans are also unaware that the federal government’s policy of enforced relocation of the Dinch (pronounced
de-NEH) seems to have been resurrected.
Two elders from the Dineh nation spoke at the Student Union
Amphitheatre Tuesday about government efforts to remove them
from their homeland in Big Mountain, Ariz.
Speaking through a translator, Alice Benally, 66, and Ruby.
Biakeddy, 51, said they made the 24 -hour train trip from north
eastern Arizona to tell students of their 17 -year struggle to keep
their lands and their traditional means of livelihood.
In 1974, congress passed Public Law 93-531, drawing a
boundary through a joint -use area traditionally shared by the
Dineh and the adjacent Hopi reservations. This division left
about 15,000 Dineh and about 100 Hopi on the wrong sides of
the line.
Government efforts to coerce the inhabitants to relocate have
been underway since that time, according to resistance organizers. But they say the real motivation for the relocation is to free
the land for development of its coal and uranium deposits.
Making brief, quiet statements in their native language to the
audience of about 60, then pausing for translation, the women
told of the methods used to drive them from the land their families have lived off of for at least eight generations.
"They have reduced our livestock to about three sheep per
household." said Benally, referring to government grazing
restrictions placed on her people.
Biakcddy said raising sheep and cattle is their traditional
livelihood, and they are unable to support themselves with the
restrictions on the number of animals. She said the government
Mons to confiscate livestock are constant.

Dineh elder Alice Benally speaks about the U.S. government’s relocation of members of her tribe at Big Mountain in northeastern
Arizona. Translator Lu Ashike writes down what Benally says to the audience. Chee Ashike chews on his sweat shirt during the talk.

Pole-mounted posters
targeted by arsonist
Its Deborah Kerr
toly stall ss ’net

An unidentified person is apparently fed up with the crude mishmash of posters and flyers stapled
to the telephone poles on San
Carlos Street.
To tidy up the place, someone
set them on fire.
Early Sunday, two telephone pole fires within one block of one
another and 42 minutes apart, were
reported to University Police.
Just seconds after midnight, an
anonymous person called UPD and
said a telephone pole was burning
011 [he southwest corner of San
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Carlos and Ninth streets, according
to UPD logs.
When UPD responded, the fire
was out and only the paper
been burned, I.E. Shannon Mali’
of UPD operations said.
Forty-two minutes later, another
fire was reported anonymously.
This one occurred at the bus stop
on San Carlos between Ninth and
10th streets. Again the damage was
only to the posters.
The telephone poles were not
damaged." Maloney said.
He also said there were no witnesses to identify the arsonist.
The fire department was not
called to respond on either fire,
arcorilim! io police logs.

See DINEH, Back Page

Bottle rocket fired at UPD officer
Ity Deborah Kerr
Daily staff water

A bottle rocket was fired it
ersity Police
officer Brad Johnson while he sat al lus police car in
front of Joe West Hall Monday morning.
The assailant fled into Joe West Hall and
escaped. In the aftermath, Jason Smith, a 19 -yearold broadcast journalism student, was arrested or
resisting and obstructing a police officer in the performance of his duties.
The officer was not injured and his car was not
damaged.
In his summary of the incident. Johnson said he
had parked his car near the service entrance
Moulder Hall. From there, he watched "several sub
jects" leave the lobby on the Ninth Street side ot Joe
West
Those subjects then lit off a bottle rocket in I’m’
of the lobby and directed it toward Johnson while he
sat in his car, according to the report
Bottle -rockets are high-speed. flying lire y%iiiks,
about eight inches in size, which is made of gun
powder which can be explosive, UPD Sgt !lime
I am,: said.

Johnson identified Jason Smith as the pc;
i
standing next to the suspect who shot the bottle
rocket and pointed him out to watch commander
Sgt. Robert Noriega when he arrived as back up.
Smith was questioned then arrested because he
struggled with officers.
Smith, V. h, :pent a night in the county jail, said
he tees he wdl treated unfairly because he’s black.
lie said he was not near the rocket when it went
off and couldn’t identify who tired it.
"Noriega said I threw a bottle rocket at his fellow
officer and I didn’t," he smut.
Smith was identified among seven other people
ho were also African -American by Johnson
because he was wearing an "orange and black jacket" which Johnson recognized, according to the
rept wt.
iith said he was wearing orange and black, but
it was a So. ealir. OM a jacket.
When S1111111 was "pat searched," according to the
tiolice report. a blue lighter was found in his pocket
Inch was suspected of lighting the rocket. Smith
id he had the lighter because he and his friend
yy die lighting incense in his room.
It,! , trt -tt: ih. e approached Joe West Hall,

Smith said he was "chilling" with about seven of his
friends. Officers flashed the light inside the glass
doors and Smith stepped forward to see what they
wanted.
The officer said he wanted to talk and started
grabbing his arm, Smith said.
When Smith resisted the search, he said, officers
Noriega and Johnson twisted his arms.
"(Noriega) was twisting my arm and I jerked my
arm and then he called in a 148 talking about resisting arrest and squabbling with the officer," Smith
said.
The police report stated Smith had clenched and
raised his fists to officers so he was put in "arm
locks" to protect themselves.
"I never fisted my hands," Smith said. "I raised
my hands for the search."
Noriega’s summary in the report also says the
officers asked Smith for his cooperation and said
they would tel him go.
"He got me outside and said. ’Who did the bottle
rocket? and I said I tit(1111 know who did it and he
iec AFIRUS-1; Hai k Page

Personal power goal of
SJSU weekend workshop
By Traci Iteguehi
Oatly staff wnter

Room 2(S) in the Spartan Complex
building wasn’t a cold classroom this
past weekend, filled with empty desks
and a long cold chalkboard.
Instead people hugged each other,
laughed, and most of all, made friends
with a newfound trust about each
other.
The atmosphere was the second
stage of the "Power Workshop," an
intense weekend of activities sponsored by the Imerfraternity Council,
Panhellenic Council and Order of
Omega. The workshop is open to any
interested people from on -campus
organizations to residence hall groups.
What exactly the workshop does is
something that participants and even
the presenter, Richard Allen, finds
hard to describe.
"It’s impossible Allen said, "We
provide experiences for people and
then hold up a mirror. Instead of
teaching, we tell them to go do it."
Chad Lowman, a graphic design
Junior, also found it difficult to explain
what he had expuieneed.
"I really looked in myself,"
Lowman said, "we asked questions
about ourselves and found the
answers within us."
Allen said that if words could be
chosen to describe what the workshop
can do, he says that people learn "to

be a leader, about personal growth,
self-esteem and motivation."
In one activity. Lownhui describe-,
when participants were made it express their emotions and draw up a
strong feeling in saying, "there is no
More ice cream."
"It was incredible to look around
and see sonic people crying and some
shouting," Lowman said, "within each
group, you really feel a bond."
Doug McBride, a psychology
major from Arizona State University,
co -presented the workshop with
Allen, and noticed the benefit or individuals within the groups.
"People have a hard time expressing themselves." McBride said, "I
focus on helping those people understand they’re OK for who they are."
McBride, a senior, missed a week
of school to alleild the SJSU Power
Workshop and had just arrived from a
previous workshop from the
University ol 1.as Vegas last Saturday
night. McBride has had past experience ri other workshops which is
something he !eels is an acquired Went
"I low doing this," McBride said,
-It’s something of an inner trait to try
and deal %% ith people. I don’t really
teach any thing. I let them learn by
Ogler teliCe.Lynn Henson
SCC

POWER, Back Page
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EDITORIAL
Limiting a free market
Reject short-term
profits for long-term
economic health
week a U.S.
Last
government report
warned that
America’s
commitment to a
free-market economy will be
suicidal in the global
marketplace.
American industry is handicapped by
a destructive tradition of short-term
profiteering. National programs in Japan
and other countries were put in place
decades ago and work because they focus
on long-term growth, reinvestment and
savings.
Government assistance will be critical
if American manufacturing is to become
fast and lean enough for global
competition, because American industry
has already lost the financial strength and
human resources to bring out the best
products first. Long known for its
manufacturing strength. Asian and
European countries are now consistently
beating us in frontline technology.
Witness high-definition television,
superconductors, even pickup trucks.
But government assistance must
nurture, not shelter, America’s weak
manufacturing sector. Tax incentives, not
tax breaks, will reinvest profits into the
firm, not stockholder’s wallets.
Incentives should target both
production and personnel. A
comprehensive program for adult

education could keep U.S. labor from
degenerating to a colony of low-skilled
factory drones. The millions of displaced
workers now on unemployment represent
tremendous strength, not liability, in
human resources.
Incentives to research and
development niust encourage state-ofthe-art prodth is and state-of-the-art
production. Retooling must be more than
a metaphor.
The Bush Administration follows the
leadership of Herbert Hoover in its
response to the current depression. Bush
clings to old principals and the deadly
allure of short-term profits while U.S.
industry slips further behind.
His suggestion to cut credit card
interest rates is a case in point.
Americans already save less than almost
anyone else, while the Japanese maintain
healthy personal savings accounts. The
interest rate cut is an incentive to spend
while massive layoffs make irresponsible
debt an irresistible temptation.
Bankruptcy rates have already reached
an historic high. If retailers can’t collect
their bills next year, they’ll collapse and
take millions of jobs with them. If
Americans give in and take a short-term,
easy credit "shot in the arm," in a few
months they’ll find themselves as
financially emaciated and pathetic as any
street junkie.
We can’t afford to put the economy on
speed until the election is over. We can’t
afford to turn our country into a thirdworld nation, in debt to everyone and
saddled with third-rate industries and a
poorly educated work force.
President Bush, it’s time to take the
country into economic detox. Quit hiding
the problem with a credit card fix.
Commit to the real issues nuts, bolts
and human resources.

AGAINST THE
GRAIN
Jack Trageser

Barriers ofprejudice
built with ignorance
old "Daniel Boone"
television series is one of my
The
favorite reruns, mostly because
it vividly illustrates the
complete stupidity of any type
of prejudice. In almost every episode,
Daniel Boone is the only voice of
humanitarian reason among entire
settlements of narrow-minded
simpletons.
Back then, the character of Daniel
Boone would have been ahead of his
time, to say the least. Almost all of the
characters were under the notion that
their native country was superior, that
people who weren’t exactly like them
had less right to freedom and happiness.
In today’s United States, such beliefs are
way out of the mainstream. But they still
exist, flowing beneath the surface like so
much raw sewage.
To fully understand any type of
prejudice and why ignorance is at its
root, a definition of the word seems
absolutely necessary.
The first, and I believe most
enlightening, definition of prejudice in
Webstcr’s New World Dictionary calls it
"a judgement or opinion formed before
the facts are known; a preconceived idea,
favorable, or more usually, unfavorable."
Broken down, the word means literally to
pre-judge, and that sums up its effects on
our day-to-day lives.
Whether it be for racial, religious or
political reasons, prejudice is a sign of
low intelligence. How else can one
describe judging an individual on
anything but that individual’s own
characteristics and qualifications?
The implications of prejudice go
much further than just racial differences
or similarly hot topics. It can cloud our
decisions in the work place and cost us
friends. It can forge a barrier between

neighbors before they even meet.
Prejudice is any ugly thing, yes, but more
than a sign of hatred it’s a signal of
ignorance. Almost all of the people I
know who have been obvious victims of
some type of prejudice express the same
sentiment and it’s not anger. Instead,
they feel remorse that such archaic
beliefs still exist and sympathy, rather
than apathy, for those who harbor them.
The next time you meet someone
unlike you in some way, try to see the
similarities you share rather than the
differences. Make everyone your friend
until proven otherwise.
The personal benefit of charity
Anything that increases charitable
contribution must be good, I guess, but
the latest trend in non-profit advertising
is appalling nonetheless. After the guilt
approach failed to produce significant
results, charities tried a different
approach: ego stroking.
Recent market studies have shown
that appealing to the personal
gratification of giving is a very effective
way to bolster their business. After one
radio spot that I often hear, the final
voiced tagline says "Do something good,
feel something real."
Maybe I’m griping about nothing
because, as I said, any reason to give is a
good one. But why can’t people give of
themselves without expecting something
in return? I’ll admit it does feel good to
do humanitarian works, but if you do it
for that reason alone, you’re missing the
point.
Jack Trageser’s column appears every
Wednesday.
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CAMPUS VIEWPOINT
CUTTING IRA FUNDING-PRO Jon Fleischman
Fee decision puts principle before politics
weeks ago, the Associated
Students Board of Directors made
Two
a decision to discontinue funding
instructionally related activities
beginning next fall. There have
been questions concerning why this action
took place, and I have compiled some information to present to you:
In 1986, there was a student referendum to
raise AS. fees. In order to gain votes for the
higher A.S fees, the referendum pledged to
fund IRA programs with a portion of the
increase. The referendum passed (though
only a small percentage of the students actually voted) and the AS. fees were increased
from $10 to $18 per student each semester.
This was a political maneuver that should
not have happened. The California State
University system created [RA fees in 1978
to fund instructionally related activities and to
relieve the student auxiliary on each campus
from doing that. The IRA fee is a separate fee
from the AS. fee and the IRA fees can only
go to IRA programs.
On the other hand, A.S. fees must go to
fund the AS. Print Shop, the A.S. Graphics
Center, the A.S. Business Office, the A.S.
Program Board, the Francis Guilland
Childcare Center, student organizations and
many other services and projects.
Last spring, a referendum was passed
increasing the IRA fee per student from $5 to
$20 per semester. This increased IRA fees to
a level higher than that of the Associated
Students.
This year, even though IRA fees are higher than A.S. fees, S141.968 is still being used

Correction
The Nov. 18 issue of the Spartan
Daily incorrectly listed the location
of an upcoming meeting in the
article "San Carlos Street trial
closure set for January to May
1992." The city of San Jose is going
to announce its plans concerning San
Carlos Street at a meeting held in the
Engineering Auditorium, room 189
on Dec. 4 at 7 p.m.
Also, the article "Engineers race
rubber-band rods" in the Nov. 15
issue of the Daily stated the wrong
major for one of the winning
participants. Cherie Jiang is a
chemical engineering student.

The "misfimding" of
monies to IRA
programs through the
A.S. Budget has to end.
It was wrong five years
ago when politics got in
the way of what was
correct. It is still wrong
to fund to IRA programs through the
Associated Students.
The IRA committee has more funds to
distribute annually to instructionally related
activities than the Associated Students has to
spend on all of its programs. The "mis-funding" of monies to IRA programs through the
A.S. Budget has to end. It was wrong live
years ago when politics got in the way of
what was correct. It is still wrong. Simply
put, monies collected through IRA fees
should fund IRA programs and monies collected through A.S. fees should fund A.S. services and projects.
There have been a few people saying that
the Associated Students has taken this action
for the wrong reasons not on the principle
of separating A.S. fees and IRA fees, but
rather to make more money available for A.S.
This is not true. As a member of the Board of
Directors, I pledge that if there are not
enough legitimate A.S. services and projects

to be funded with the monies previously allocated to IRA. I will move to put an A.S. fee
decrease on the March ballot.
The good news for those students that are
enrolled in instructionally related activities
(approximately 13 percent of SJSU’s 30,061
students) is that there is a genuine commitment if a majority if the IRA Fee Advisory
Committee (the committee which decides
how IRA funds are spent) to make sure that
all those programs which are cunently funded
by the student association will be fully funded
from IRA fees.
The reality of the situation is that, with the
passage of the IRA fee increase last year (in
case you weren’t aware. there was a fee
increase this year from an election last year in
which less than eight percent of the students
voted), instructionally related activities on this
campus will be receiving more student campus-based fee money than ever before.
The A.S. Board of Directors was wrong in
1986 when they put politics before principle.
The current Board of Directors is dedicated to
making sure that all instructionally related
activities on campus get all of their funding
through I.R.A. fees though, and not
through A.S. fees. The purpose of the IRA
fees is to fund instructionally related activities. Your student association on campus is
here to provide services to all 30.061 students
on campus.
Jon Fleischman is the A.S. director of
California slate affairs. Ile is a senior
majoring in political science.

Forum page policies
The Spartan Daily devotes page two Monday through Friday to opinions from
the Daily staff and community. Students, staff and faculty are welcome to contribute
opinions.
Turn letters and opinions into the Letters to the Editor box in the Spartan Daily
newsroom, WLN 104, between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
Submissions may also be mailed to the Forum Editor, the Spartan Daily, department of mass communications, San Jose State University, San Jose, CA 951920149.
When submitting articles, please include: your name, phone number, address,
class standing and major (if a student). Articles can be submitted on a 3.5 -inch disc
with Microsoft Word.
Don’t send us your only copy because submissions become property of the
Spartan Daily and will be edited for grainmar, libel, spelling and length.
Campus Viewpoint is a 300-5(X) word essay on current campus, political or personal issues. Submissions should be well researched. Letters to the Editor should be
approximately 200 words responding to Spartan Daily articles, or calling attention
to a particular issue or point of view.
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BAPTIST STUDENT
MINISTRIES: Sack lunch get
together, 11:30 p.m., 1313Q pit next to
CCB, call 923-5838.
ERC: Teach-In on CSU Chancellor
Barry Munitz- "your education could
be next." S.U. Pacheco Room, 1:30
it.m., call 924-9467.
ADVERTISING CLUB: Magatine
advertising- Sunset Magazine, 6 p.m.,
S.U. Umunhum Room, call 924- 3270
or 265-1464.
CLUB LUSITANIA: Club meeting,
1:30 p.m., A.S. Council Chambers at
Student Union, call 946 -2560.
RE-ENTRY ADVISORY
PROGRAM: Brown bag lunch,
planning a career in your major, noon.

S.U. Montalt it Room, call 924-5931.
A.L.E.R.T.: Meeting at 6 p.m., WLC
(EOP tutorial area), call 924-2591.
HUMAN RELATIONS
ADVISORY BOARD:
Teleconference on Diversity, 10 a.m.,
IRC 302, call 924-2575 or 924-2250.
SOCIOLOGY CLUB: Debate on
sexual harassment, 7 p.m., ENG 341,
call 924-5331.
CAREER PLANNING hi
PLACEMENT: Co-op orientation, 1
p.m., S.U.Costanoan Room; Career
options for technical writers, 1:30 p.m..
call 924-6033.
LIBERAL STUDIES SOCIETY:
Meeting, 6 p.m., S.U. Guadalupe
Room, call 356-9502.
FANTASY/STRATEGY CLUB:
Meeting, 5:30 p.m., S.U. Costanoan

Room. call 924-7097.
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Great American
Smokeout 1991: Pick-up quit kits,10
ant.. Health Bldg.; Into tables, 11 a.m.,
Student Union, JWH, FO dining room,
University Club & Student Health
Service, call 924-6119.
NPPA: Meeting with Scott Henry,
chief photographer. 7:30 p.m., A.S.
Council Chambers, call 924-3245.
CAMPUS DEMOCRATS:
Congresswontan Barbara Bit ,Lef, U.S.
Senate candidate, 10:30 a.m., EN( ;
189, call 2141 -5606.
STUDENTS FOR A
RESPONSIBI.E CHANCELLOR:
Teach in on Chant elite Batty Munn,.
1:30 pm.. S.U. Pacheco Room, call
283-5606.
M.E.C.111.A.: General meeting

guest speaker: Charley Trujello, author
Soldados Chicanos in Vietnam, 6 p.m.
Chicano Resource Center.
COMM. 40 STUDENTS AT
SJSU: D,bate: -Should drugs be
legalitar 4 p.m.. S.U. Almaden
Room, call (510) 226-0571.
AAFSA: Meeting. noon, AF-AM
Studies, WSQ 215.
HUNGERFEST/RESOURCE
FAIR: Videos & info on hunger, 10
a.m., Art Quad, call 298-0204.
CAMPUS MINISTRY: Fast for
OXFAM (lunch At dinner).10 a.m.,
Dining Commons or Art Quad, call
298-0204.

ref&OM27
B.A.S.E.: General mcetine, 6 a.m..
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ENG 358, call 924-8791.
CAMPUS CHRISTIAN
CENTER: Hungerfest/Resource Fair,
10 ant , Art Quad. call 298-0204.
CAMPUS MINSTRY: Speaker on
"Hunger: Scarcity of food or scarcity
of democracy," noon, Morris Dailey;
Break the Fast banquet, 7:30 p.m.,
Dining Commons. call 298-0204.
CHILD DEVELOPMENT CLUB:
Meeting, 5 p.m., CCI1 118, c
944-4/919.
RESIDENT ADVISOR ASSOC.:
Meeting. 8 pm., 2nd Floor lounge
AYH. call 924-8810.
ALERT.: Rap session on "Boys in
the Hood" movie, 6 p.m., EOP tutorial
area, call 924-2591.
PHYSICS SEMINAR: Meeting
with speaker: AC Tarn of IBM

(Almaden), 1:30 p.m., SCI. 251, call
924-5245.
FINANCIAL MANAGEMENT
ASSOC.: Careers in investment by
Shearson Lehman Bros.. 4.45 p.rn .
S.U. Costanoan Rayon, 924-8517
STUDENT HEALTH
SERVICES: Breast health St MINOT
ream, IIB 208, call 92.1 ’
CAREER PLANNINt.
PLACEMENT: m
degree, 12:30 p.m., S.U. Almaden
Room, call 924 6033,
SJSU MUSIC DEPT.: Studeti:
co:nix/tiers recital, 7:30 p.m., Mt 5
Concert Hall, call 924-4673
AMERICAN CANCER
SOCIETY: Great American
Smokeout 1991. all day long, 12:01
a.m., all mer campus, call 924-6119.

Teach-in today set to
Conference to connect Finance report sees $20
examine Munitz’s past discussion via satellite billion gap by year 2000
By Nicholas D. Smith
Daily *tat( writer
A teach-in concerned with the controversial past of Chancellor Barry
Munitz is scheduled for today.
The controversies involving
Munitz stem from his involvement in
companies which critics say were
linked with savings and loan and junk
bond scandals.
Speakers will include an Earth
First! activist, a news programmer and
writer with KPFA and the director of
the SJSU environmental resource center, Steve Shunk. The event will be
held in the Student Union Pacheco
room at I p.m.
The controversy that has brought
the most criticism of Munitz stems
from the buy out of Pacific Lumber
by Maxxarn Inc., a company of which
Munitz was vice chairman.
The buy out was financed with
junk bonds and critics maintain that to
pay off the junk bonds the lumber harvest of California’s redwood forests
was increased and some Pacific

Lumber employee benefits were eliminated.
Butt First! activist Darryl Chcmcy
has been traveling to the Calitbrnia
Slate University campuses stirring up
sentiment against Munitz.
Munitz said he feels he has been
singled out for the criticism because
he is now a public figure.
Student government resolutions
calling for a re-examination of
Munitz’s appointment to chancellor
have appeared at a few campuses.
Some have passed, some have failed.
A student government resolution
passed at SJSU which stated the student body would judge Muni tz On
what he was doing in the present, not
on his past.
This angered several students who
said they were not asked their opinion
on the matter.
Members of the Environmental
Resource Center are circulating a petition calling on the Associated
Students board to gain the students’
opinion before making decisions for
them.

By Kim Carter
Daily staff writer
Black Issues in Higher Education
is sponsoring a video conference
live via satellite on diversity in higher education on campus today.
The nationwide video conference
is interactive, meaning that there
will be a phone available so students
can call directly to talk to panel
members about the issues being discussed.
Director of Student Development
Services Lewis Bundy, will be coordinating the conference. Bundy
facilitated a video conference on the
topic of rising campus racism last
year.
The Human Relations Board is
co -sponsoring the event with
Continuing Education. The Human
Relation Board assesses issues of
campus climate and any tension
between groups on campus.
"SJSU is a very diverse campus
and it is important that we address

these issues:. said Celeste Kitagawa,
human resource manager.
The Hutnan Relations Board was
created to give the university president some strategies to addressing
issues that lead to tension.
Moderator of the conference will
be Jim Vance, NBC news anchorman.
There will he 10 panelists present discussing a variety of issues:
)0 Campus civility: How to
achieve and maintain it
). The First Amendment and
campus harassment codes
O. Fraternities and sororities’
avenues for inclusion or strategies
for exclusion
So Minority status: the dos and
don’ts of controlling their own destinies
So The give and take in creating
a multicultural campus
The video conference will be
held Wednesday at the Instructional
Resource Center, room 107 in an ill
a.m, to noon.

Great American Smokeout set for Thursday
By Darcie D. Johnson
Daily staff vi riter
People will breathe easier on
Thursday. That is, if the American
Cancer Society has its way.
This Thursday will mark the 15th
Annual Great American Smokeout.
SJSU will celebrate the event by handing out quit kits to help smokers kick
the habit.
Tables will be set up around campus Monday through Wednesday to
sign-up participants in the Great
American Smokeout.
Up to 2()0 quit kits will be handed
out on Wednesday front 10 a.m. to 2
p.m. in the Health Center foyer,

according to health educator Kathleen
llelsing.
Non-stnokers can also participate
in the event, by adopting a smoker.
Non-smokers can sign up to get adoption papers at the tables set up around
campus.
"It takes understanding from other
people in order to quit," Helsing said.
The quit kits are drinking cups,
donated by 7-11 stores, with different
items to help the smoker get through
the day.
Included in the quit kits are gum,
donated by the Spartan Bookstore,
candy, raisins, aspirin, cinnamon
sticks, pamphlets, buttons, coupons for
a free nutritional analysis worth S25
and a free raffle ticket for a frozen

turkey, to symbolize "quitting cold
turkey.," will be given to everyone who
participates in the Smokeout, Helsing
said.
Raffle winners will be announced
on KSJS on Thursday at 1:30 p.m.
The American Cancer Society’s
encourages smokers to "leave the pack
behind" and "take a day off from
smoking," in the hopes that smokers
will quit for good.
It usually takes four or five
attempts before a smoker actually
quits, according to Helsing.
"Smoking is the toughest addiction
to quit, over cocaine and drinking,"
I lelsing said.
Helsing does smoking counseling
and advises smokers to drink a lot of

water, exercise and watch caffeine
intake.
People who quit smoking usually
increase their caffeine intake, so when
they get jittery they think it is nicotine
withdrawals when it is actually the
caffeine, licking said.

SACRAMENTO
(AP)
California will have more and more
service -devouring young people, particularly immigrants, and fewer and
fewer taxpayers this decade, resulting
in a potential 520 billion budget gap
by 2000, a Wilson administration
report says.
"California is undergoing a transition that will affect state and local
government for the rest of this century," said the report by Gov. Pete
Wilson’s Finance Department.
"In particular, the deterioration of
the ratio between taxpayers and tax
receivers will cause continuing budgetary pressures."
The report, released Tuesday, contains a theme that the Republican governor has been sounding in recent
speeches.
He told county supervisors in
Monterey last week that California is
"becoming more and more a state in
which the population of those who
were consumers of expensive services
offered by government was increasing
markedly ... (while) the producers of
taxes and jobs were increasingly leaving the state."
The seven -page report, called
"California’s Growing Taxpayer
Squeeze," said California will not be
able to afford e.xisiitig programs at
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AUDITIONS
Kings Productions the world’s *1 producer of entertainment is holding
auditions for the 1992 season at GREAT AMERICA, Santo Clara.
California A variety of positions are available and a travel fee will be
paid to employees who must travel more than 250 miles to the park
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Auction to benefit Oakland fire victims
By Barbara Dolwny
Xuly stall writer
Art collectors could pick up the
bargain of a lifetime while contributing to the renaissance of lives shattered by the Oakland Ilills lire last
month.
Original student art front two
SJSU studio classes will be offered in
a silent auction fundraiser Thursday

at the Art Building, room 206 at 8:30
a.m. and room 306 at 1:30 p.m.
Proceeds will be donated to one of
the non-profit organizations assisting
tire victims.
Featured works include handcrafted earrings, ceramics, photography
and sketches by faculty and students.
The art ill be supplemented by
curiosity pc, es including autographs
by the atil,1 Christ() and a book

inscribed by piesidenual candidate
George McGovern.
The auction offers an opportunity
for donors and bidders to lend support to the lit C’s homeless.
"We’ll help them in whatever way
we can," organizer Jerry Welch said,
adding that an STUdelliS are learning
"they can do more with their work
than just sell it."
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SAN JOSS, CA - Sunday December I
Son lose Civic Light Opera Rehearsal Hall 1717 Technology Drive
I 3 pm Singers Specialty Acts
3 4 p m Dancers Instrumentalists
3 5 p m Technicians
CONCORD, CA - Friday December 6
Charts Center 1975 Diamond Blvd
5 7 p m Singers, Specialty Acts
5 8 p m Technicians
8 p m Dancers, Instrumentalists
SAN FRANCISCO, CA - Sunday December 8
San Francisco Airport Conference Center
1240 Bayshore Highway, Burlingame
12-2 pm Singers Specialty Acts
12-4 p m Technicians
2 3 p rn Dancers instrumentalists

SAN JOSE- Center tor Porforming Arts
Wed. Nov. 20 7:30PM
CUPERTINO - Flint Cl,. - Nov 21 -7:30
Brun eery

current levels with the tax revenues
expected this decade, resulting in a
potential 520 billion gap by 20(X).
"California’s major tax receiver
groups - students, welfare recipients,
prisoners and Medi-Cal eligibles are growing more quickly than its taxpayer group," the report said.
"Much of this growth is based on
increases in the number of school age
children, resulting from immigration
and a recent surge in the birth rate.
"The problem is compounded by a
slowdown in the growth of the adult,
working age population, reflecting low
binh rates during the late 1960s and
the 1970s and a net domestic out migration in the high -earning 45 to 64
age group," the report continued.
"The competition for available
funds will be fierce. While funding for
all state programs will be in jeopardy,
higher education, state prisons and
state operations will be particularly
vulnerable to reductions in levels of
funding because they do not have the
constitutional and statutory protection
of most education, health and welfare
programs."
The department estimated that 60
percent of state tax dollars are spent
on services for young people, including education, child care and health
car,-
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ISLAM, Christianity
and Today’s Problems

Traditional Navajo Rug
Exhibition and Sale

Prophet Muhammed (PBUH) said: I left among you two things if you
hold fast to it, you will not go astray forever,

Guest Speakers

SJSU Student Union

Mohammad Rajab Ally
Hamza Yousuf
Prof. Richard Keady (Dept Religious Studies)

Tuesdav, November 1) thru
Thursday, Nmember 2 I ,

sponsored by Muslim Student Association SiSt I

1

10,1111

Thursday, November 21, 6:30pin
Room 189 Engineering Building
complimentary pizza and refreshments served
For more information call Br. Osama Abukhdair 241-0850
Br, Shahab Kazi 985-6964

Sponsored by The Union Gallery. SUPRO iStudint Union ProgramsySJSU Enviromental Resource Center
imiiiienous council
San JOE.0 Big Mountain Resistence and Support Group and South B

or

Funded By Associated Students Board
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Garcia shines for SJSU

Rape charges filed
against ex-Spartan

11y Darcie D. Jultitsoil
I /ally wall %nal

One last Red
Wave for SJSU
is it. After Saturday.
This
there will be no more
Red Wave football in
SJSU’s athletic future. At
least not any time soon.
The Big West Conference’s
biggest game, featuring SJSU and
Fresno State, is winding up for its
last hurrah at Fresno this Saturday.
And no one seems to be very happy
about it.
At Tuesday’s press conference,
SJSU head football coach Terry
Shea talked about the loss of Fresno
State as an opponent and major
conference rival. "West Coast
football loses one of the greatest
rivalries on the West Coast," Shea
said.
A pretty final statment from Shea
considering that he concedes there
have been innuendos from Fresno
State officials about scheduling an
SJSU-Fresno State game in the
future. There is also the possibility
that SJSU may join Fresno State in
the WAC in the near future.
Regardless, the rivalry will never
be the same. And Shea appreciates
that fact succinctly.
"The great rivalries usually don’t
stand the test of time," Shea said.
"You can’t just pick (the rivalry) up.
It loses its lustre."
Bulldogs head coach Jim
Sweeney also professes his
disappointment at the impending
end of the long rivalry.
"There’s a shared feeling
(between Fresno State and SJSU) of
loss," Sweeney said. "There’s a
terrific loss here. The more I’m with
it, the more I feel it’s a terrible
mistake."
Apparently, though, Fresno
State officials didn’t
agree. They weighed the
lure of the WAC the
recruiting advantages of a league of
its stature, the WAC’s tie-in to the
Holiday Bowl, and the subsequent
influx of money against the
good, old-fashioned charm of a
historical rivalry, and money won.
Increasingly, it seems, college
football is all about money.
However, Saturday’s game will
be about what football should be
about athletic competition. It
will be the final huzzah for a rivalry
that has produced some of the
greatest moments, and memories, in
SJSU football history.
One of the best games in recent
memory happened in 1986, when
the Spartans hosted the Bulldogs.
SJSU took an early 24-0 lead, and
led 24-7 at halftime, before Fresno
State rallied. The Bulldogs, behind
Sweeney’s son Kevin at
quarterback, outscored the Spartans
34-7 to take a 41-31 lead.
But SJSU rallied back behind
Mike Perez to win 45-41, and went
on to the Big West Conference
championship and a win in the
California Raisin Bowl.
"Sports Illustrated called it the
game of the year," Sweeney said.
"All of (the SJSU-Fresno State
games) have been like that, except a
couple of times when San Jose blew
us out."
Sweeney quoted former SJSU,
and current NFL, star running back
Johnny Johnson, a native of Santa
Cruz, about the rivalry and playing
Fresno State. "Johnson said,
’Playing Fresno State is very
difficult. Perhaps more difficult than
playing Stanford or Cal.’ You can’t
imagine what it’s like to play in a
game like this until you play in it."
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Garcia gets tackled by Hawaii in Saturday’s 35-35 tie

The Spartans’ 35-35 tic against
Hawaii on Saturday resembled recent
San Francisco 49cr games in regards
to the kicking game. However, SJSU’s
backup quarterback situation is slightly better than the 49ers.
Once again Spartan backup quarterback Jeff Garcia was given an
opportunity to shine. When starting
quanerback Matt Veatch sprained his
ankle early in the first quarter, Garcia
took over off the bench.
Garcia received Co-Offensive
Player of the Week in the Big West
Conference for his performance
against Hawaii.
He completed 21 of 28 passes for
392 yards, threw two touchdowns and
no interceptions.
He personally scored 12 points for
he Spartans, running in two touchdowns from one and six yards out.
The frustrating end of the Spartan
attack against Hawaii was the kicking
game.
A 48-yard field goal attempt by
freshman placckicker Joe Nedney
could have won the game, but a bobbled snap dashed the Spartans’ hope
of a win.
Nedney has been unable to make a
Odd goal since Oct. 19.
"The kicking game is a concern, all
aspects of it," SJSU head coach Terry
Shea said. "Several factors in the kicking game let us down."
Nedney missed three field goal in
the game, each of which would have
given SJSU the victory.
"We really need to get this monkey
off our back," Shea said.
The Spartans meet Fresno State in
Fresno at 7 p.m. this Saturday.
Shea does not plan to change the
kicking game against Fresno State,
even though a win Saturday will
ensure SJSU a much -desired bid in the
Raisin Bowl.

SALINAS (Al’) --- Charges of
rape and false imprisonment were
filed on Tuesday against San
Francisco 49er safety Greg Cox in
connection with an alleged attack
on a 2I -year-old woman he metal
a Monterey restaurant
Cox, 26, also was waived by the
49ers on Tuesday, but the team said
in a statement that the move was "a
football decision period."
Charges of two counts of rape,
one felony count of Inrceable oral
copulation and one misdemeanor
count of false imprisonment were
filed against Cox in Monterey
County Superior Court, according
to the Monterey District Attorney’s
office.
If convicted of all charges, Cox
faces a maximum 24 years in
prison, said Assistant District
Attorney Klar Wennerholm.
The alleged attack occurred the
night of Sept. 9-10 at a Carmel
Valley home a friend of Cox’s was

said Monterey County
Sheriff’s Deputy William Ca.ssara.
Cox and the 21 -year-old woman
who reponed being attacked went
bar hopping with a group of people
before the alleged assault, he said.
The 49ers, in announcing Cox’s
release, said it hoped to activate
Dave Whitmore front injured
reserve to fill Cox’s position at
safety and play special teams.
Cox, 6-feet and 217 pounds, has
played with the 49ers twice during
his pro football career.
He first signed with the team in
1988 but left to play with the New
York Giants in 1989. He returned to
the 49ers in 1990 as a Plan B free
agent.
He was a linebacker at SJSU
durilig the mid-1980s.
Team president Carmen Policy
was Out of the office and could not
be reached for comment, the 49,1 .
sa
renting,

Read CenterStage, the
Daily’s entertainment section
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Track alumni gather for reunion
By Kim Carter
Daily staff writer

Famous track alumni along with
current SJSU track club members
gathered at the Bud Winter Field
Track on Saturday, Nov. 2 in hopes of
eventually making track and cross
country an organized team sport again
at SJSU.
In 1988, former SJSU president
Gail Fullerton announced that track
and cross country teams would no
longer be acknowledged as an official
university sport due to financial problems.
This news was a big upset to SJSU
track alumni. Many national and
Olympic runners came from the track
program. In fact, these athletes made a
name for themselves - "Speed City."
During the "Speed City" days,
spectators filled the stands and even
sat on rooftops to watch the track
meets when team members were setting world records, according to SJSU
track club coordinator Zcppi Long.
On Nov. 2, many of those world
record setters reunited.
"This is the first alumni reunion of
its kind," Long said. "This is the first
step towards the goal to raise money
and awareness for the track program."
The Winter Foundation sponsored
the weekend festivities with a Friday
night dinner and a Saturday morning
workout followed by a barbeque.
The Winter Track and Education
Foundation was established to procure
a fully -funded endowment program
supporting academic and athletic
excellence in the greater San Jose area
and in Santa Clara County. The
Winter Foundation sponsors the SJSU
track club, which has maintained a
large membership.

"Presently, the SJSU track club has
approximately 375 members and 80
percent of the members arc students,"
Long said.
The purpose of the barbeque was to
raise money for a S5 million endowment by 1996 to bring back track and
cross country as an official team sport
at SJSU.
Among the famous athletes who
attended the alumni reunion was John
Carlos. Carlos raised a black-gloved
fist in the 1968 Olympics after winning
a gold medal in the 200-meter dash.
"I can’t believe they closed down a
program that brought not only prominence to the university but also
brought prominence to the sport," said
Carlos, in an earlier interview with the
Mercury News.
The SJSU track and cross country
team started in 1922 and was ceased in
1988. About 100 alumni were present
at the Friday night dinner and 75 people attended the BOO, according to

Zeppi Long.
The Winter Foundation kicked off
the alumni reunion with a dinner at
$50 per person. The dinner included
an awards ceremony, speakers, a
memory book and a reunion t-shirt.
Saturday consisted of a full day of
events. At 10:30 a.m., there was a
"just-for-fun workout" for athletes,
coaches, and spectators.
The eldest SJSU track athlete who
attended the alumni reunion was Harry
Stoddard, 83. He decided to walk
around the track instead of running,
according to the Mercury News.
After the workout, a BBQ was
held at Spartan Stadium Field which
cost each person S25. The alumni
reunion ended with a celebration at the
SJSU homecoming football game. A
section was reserved for alumni
reunion guests.
"The group was chanting "Speed
City" and got the crowd rolling and
cheering with them," QUI Vonr.
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1 0%STUDENT DISCOUNT
at
PETE’S STOP TIRE CENTER
Foreign & Domestic Auto Repair

-Wheel Alignment
-Front End Rebuilding
’Shock Absorbers

CompleteBrake Service
’Wheel Balancing
’Used & New Tires

299 Keyes St. San Jose

294-3240

Wednesday Nite Cinema

"A powerhouse movie...

the work of a truly gifted filmmaker"
David Aiwa, 1111W13111111

Outstanding Va ue.
Beautiful new 1&2 Bedroom Homes
& Penthouses Preview Priced:

$130,95010
$203,950!

Presenting University Gardens contemporary
new condominium homes just minutes from the
heart of downtown. Come discover the best of San
Jose’s renaissance... spacious 1 8, 2 bedroom
homes offering outstanding amenities that include:
Gourmet European Kitchens
Beautiful Courtyard Pool with Cabana
Nine Foot Ceilings Throughout
Oversized Picture Windows
Forced Air Central Heating & Air Conditioning
Large Walk-in Closets & Much More!
The University Gardens Sales Center is now open
daily from 10 to 5.
SAN JOSE
For complete
information visit or
call (408) 998-2095
e_
951 South 12th St
San Jose, Ca 95112
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Hungerfest devotes week to plight of starving
By Dede Kris

She has addressed a major
United Nations development conference and testified before congressional committees on U.S
trade policies.
Lappt5.’s
1989
book.
"Rediscovering Amenca’s Values,"
has prompted discussions on
democratic values in thousands of
settings. The hook says the
answers to our vast social problems lie in democratic renewal.
Husband Paul M. DuBois has a
distinguished academic career and
25 years of leadership experience
in non-profit organizations for
social change.
Ile has received numerous honors, travel awards and research
grants, and has published more
than 30 articles, monographs, training manuals and workbooks as
well as two hooks.
Among many other positions,
DuBois has served as the president
of a National Organization for
Woman chapter and has been on
the tioard of a Native American
economic development corporation.
Most recently, DuBois and
Lapp!. founded the Institute for the
Arts of Democracy, a national
organizati, in supporting the historic
transition to citizen democracy.
The l..-\.D. engages Americans of
all ages and backgrounds in event:M:111g public life as the problem sot ving practice of citizens.
DuBois and Lappd were asked
to come speak at SJSU when it
was realized that they would be in
the Bay Area Wednesday to give a
lecture in Santa Clara. They were
very willing and eager to come,
said Judy Ryan, SJSU campus
minister.
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Credential program student Kathy Trevisan dicusses Hungerfest
with Peter Testorff, marketing senior. The week’s events include

Daily Staff photographcr

the OXFAM Fast Day and Resource Fair Thursday, and a Hunger
Banquet at 730 p.m. in the Dining Commons.

Power lines may cause cancer
Appliances,
EMF’s blamed
for leukemia
LOS ANGELES (AP) Doctors
found childhood leukemia may be
linked to power lines, black -and-white
televisions and hair dryers, and they
say the study also casts suspicion on
electric blankets, video games and
other appliances.
The five-year, 51.7 million study
was sponsored by the electric utility
industry and conducted by Drs.
Stephanie London, John Peters and
others at the University of Southern
California. It was published this month
in the American Journal of
Epidemiology.
The researchers called it the most
comprehensive study yet conducted on
the possible but unproven health risks
of electromagnetic fields, or ENIFs
invisible force fields generated by
power lines, appliances and everything
electrical.
"The current study adds SPMC support to the hypothesis that electromagnetic fields increase childhood
leukemia risk, but it doesn’t resolve
the controversy," said Peters, USC’s
occupational health director.
The study’s main conclusions
found children who live close to high current power lines may have twice
the normal one -in -20,01/0 chance of
getting leukemia. Children who regularly used black -and -white TVs or hair
dryers also faced an increased
leukemia risk.
Yet the study found only a weak
link between leukemia and the
strength of magnetic fields measured
in the children’s homes, and no link

between rlie cancer and measured
eleLIlk iields. That suggests that if
EMI really do promote cancer, some
fa (or other than the strength of those
fie hi.K respinsible.
I he final version of the study,
released Tuesday, also hints children
might face an increased risk of
leukemia if they regularly use electric
blankets, curling irons, video games,
electric space heaters or electric clocks
with dials rather than digital displays,
l’oers said.
The links between leukemia and
appliance use were statistically significant only for hair dryers and black and -white televisions. Peters said that
means the connection between cancer
and other appliances is inconclusive
but requires more study.
"The main thing this study does is
raise this issue," he said.
Because of such uncertainty, "it
would be important for parents not to
panic about these results," said
London, an assistant professor of preventive medicine.
Nevertheless, Peters endorsed a
concept called "prudent avoidance,"
which means reducing exposure to
electromagnetic fields when it is cheap
and easy. Some scientists have suggested avoiding electric blankets, moving clocks away from beds and sitting
at least arm’s length from computer
screens.
London said the strength of EMF’s
drops rapidly with distance from appliances. So standing back from appliances can reduce any potential hazard,
although that isn’t possible with appli
anccs such as electric blankets and hair
dryers. Some electric blanket makers
now make low-field blankets.
The study might be misleading if
parents of children with leukemia are
more likely to remember and blame

their children’s USC of appliances,
London said.
"This could theoretically make it
look like these appliances are a cause
of leukemia when they are not," she
said.
Mary (;illespie, a spikeswontui for
the Association of Home Appliance
Manufacturers, said the group couldn’t
comment on the study "until we see
the results
kaths I ilmour. spokeswoman for
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Electric Power Research Institute, the
Palo Alto -based research arm of the
nation’s private utilities. The group
praised the study but said "the relationship between leukemia and magnetic fields remains unclear."
The researchers compared 232 Los
Angeles County children who got
leukemia by age II and 232 who did
not, and adjusted the results to account
or other factors that might raise the
risk of cancer.
The link between EMEs and cancer
has been strongest in studies 01 childhood leukemia. Some other studies
have suggested the fields raise the risk
of brain tumors and other cancers in
utility and phone workers.

Two internationally recognized
speakers and advocates for understanding and stopping world
hunger, Frances Moore Lappe and
Paul M. DuBois, will be speaking
Thursday at noon in Morris Dailey
Auditorium in the climactic event
of SJSU’s 1991 Hungerfest.
The presentation entitled
"Hunger: A Scarcity of Food or a
Scarcity of Democracy," will deal
with the many conflicting issues
surrounding our democracy and its
impact on the rest of the world.
Lappe, who has been called the
"mother of modern day vegetarianism," is author of the pivoting
international best seller, "Diet For
a Small Planet." Since its release in
1971, the book has been translated
into six languages and has changed
the way many Americans think
about food and the global hunger
crisk.
In 1975, Lippe co-founded the
Institute
for
Food
and
Development Policy, whose publications have largely reshaped the
international debate on the base
,auses of hunger and poverty.
Lappe has written II books
which have been used in courses in
at least 1.000 U.S. colleges and
iiniversities. They have been translated into 22 languages and are
used in more than 50 countries.
Her articles have appeared in a
,liverse range of publications from
the New York Times to the Journal
, if Nutrition Education, and she
presents dozens of public lectures
each year to university audiences,
community groups and professional conferences.

Brothers sent to prison in
wine scheme that soured
SACRAMENTO, Calif. (AP) _
Two California grape brokers were
sent to prison for Libeling cheap wine
grapes as higher-quality varieties.
U.S. District Judge Edward Garcia
on Monday sentenced Nick Bavaro,
35, to 21 months in prison, and
Bavaro’s brother, Frank. 30, to 15
months.
The two were convicted of misrepresenting 6,5(X) tons of Thompson and

other low-priced grapes as Zinfandel,
Chardonnay or Sauvignon blanc
grapes, which they sold in 1987 and
1988 to California wineries.
U.S. Attorney George O’Connell
said the brothers received between
S500 and SI,200 per ton for grapes
worth between $100 and S21H1per ton.
The grapes were used in wines that
retailed lor an esunotecl s20 million.
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BEHIND THE WHEEL

HEALTH NEWS
Kathleen lielsing

Warming up to a cold
year, Americans lose
Each
about 60 -million school
and work days and spend
more than SI billion for
:\ or -the -counter drugs
.:.,. : die common cold. In addition, colds are responsible for half of
all acute illness and a major portion of
physician visits.

Causes of colds
New evidence has shown that people suffering from stress are more susceptible to colds. A study of about 400
men and women and found that individuals suffering from stress had more
than six times the chance of becoming
infected with cold viruses, according
to the Medical Research Council’s
Common Cold Unit. People who suffer from stress also had twice the risk
of actually developing the symptoms
of a cold than those under no or little
stress.
Low self-esteem and lack of personal control were identified as two
important personality factors related to
stress and susceptibility to illness.
Smoking is also associated with the
development of colds. Upper respiratory infections, like a cold, occur three
times more often in smokers than nonsmokers. Tobacco smoke paralyzes
the cilia, the hair-like projections that
line the nose and throat. Thus, these
cilia are less efficient in moving
mucus, and the cold viruses they carry,
to the outside.

Preventing a cold from
spreading
Cold viruses attack and multiply in
the nose and throat. These viruses
peak over three days or so following
the moment when you realize you are
"catching a cold." This is the time
when transmission of the viruses are
most likely to occur.
Colds are spread most often
through hand-to-hand contact.
Shaking, touching or holding the hand
of someone with a cold virus (symptoms may not be present yet) and then
touching your eyes or nose, makes
you susceptible to infecting yourself.
Touching a surface such as a telephone or doorknob shortly after an
infected person has touched it can also
infect you.
Kissing the mouth or sharing
drinking and eating utensils of someone with the virus are other common
ways to become infected. If you have
a cold, avoid using handkerchiefs
because they allow the virus to breed,
and when using tissues be sure to dispose of used tissues promptly.

Treating a cold
Viruses, unlike bacteria, can not be
treated with antibiotics, and as a rest di
they will "take their course." But,
symptoms may be treated through
home remedies and some over-thecounter drugs. Read the labels of all
medications and choose those that
relieve your specific symptoms. For
example, pseudoephedrine and other
decongestants help to open nasal pas
sages; dextromethorphan suppresscs
coughs and expectorants help coughs
with phlegm.
Four simple steps to follow in treating a cold are (1) drink eight to 10
glasses of water, juice or diluted broth
daily; (2) get plenty of rest: (3) stop
smoking: and (4) be patient.
Other remedies which should only
be used symptomatically are antihistamines for a runny nose, aspirin or
acetaminophen for headache or muscular pain and cough syrup for a
cough that keeps you awake at night.
Chicken soup, garlic, humidifiers,
nasal sprays, salt-water gargle, throat
sprays, lozenges, vitamin C and zirk
have all been shown to have mixed
results .

When to seek

medical

attention
Colds can be complicated by secondary bacterial infection such as
"strcp throat" or tonsillitis. Strep is
usually accompanied by a moderately
high (103 -degree) fever, bright red
throat, swollen neck glands and severe
pain when swallowing. Symptoms of
tonsillitis include unusual fatigue,
fever, sore throat and swollen or
white-spotted tonsils. Contact your
doctor if you have any of the following symptoms: discolored or bloody
mucus from nasal passages, pain or
tenderness around the eyes and face,
cough with the production of discolored (yellow/green) mucus, painful
breathing, wheezing, shortness of
breath or severe headache.
For more information, contact the
Health Education Department at the
Student Health Service, 1-1B209, or
visit the Planet= Health Resource
Center 977-4549.
Kathleen ilelsing is a health
educator with the student health
service.
Health News is not intended
to serve as medical advice or
instruction.
See
your
Student Health Service
physician or nurse practitioner for any health concerns.

Join the Daily
staff today
Dorm opens coffee house
ti
WI,

"This is to spark some creativity in
the halls and give people a place to
kick back," Beeman said.

Sm4t.1,1 Hill
ritcr

The aroma of rich coffee will waft
through the second floor of Joe West
Hall like a warm blanket soothing
away stress starting Thursday night at
8 p.m
It will warm up the atmosphere for
the quiet poetry readings and acoustic
guitar sounds from and for Joe West
residents.
This opportunity for students to
share their individual talents and have
a relaxing evening will continue each
Thursday through the end of the
semester.

Two Joe West resident advisers,
Bill Beeman and Vanessa Walling,
have started the dorm’s "coffee house"
to give students a quiet place for a
study break.

Along with viewing student paintings and listening to piano or guitar,
students can sip free coffee donated by
Keystone Coffee and The Coffee
Connection. Hot chocolate will also be
available
"So far, it’s targeted primarily for
students in the residence halls to display their talent," Beeman said. "If it
goes well this semester, we’ll continue
it next spring."

Face your Future

,

By Emma Burgess
Mathias Van Hesemans is a photographic artist who’s bored with pictures taken at just the right moment.
His work is currently hanging in
Gallery 2 of the Art building as part of
his Master’s of Arts degree requirement.
Taking a completely different
direction than most, Van Hesemans’
photographs typically beautiful scenes
in less than perfect conditions.
He got the idea to do this when he
was taking pictures on a dock in
Alaska. It had rained for five days
straight, he said, and the ferry was late
to pick him up. To top it off, a beautiful cruise liner filled with vacationers
had arrived in Glacier Bay.
"I just started laughing, I thought
’this is crazy’," Van Hesemans said.
He said that scenes photographed
in perfect weather conditions often
give travelers great misconceptions
when they pour thousands of dollars
into a vacation and expect postcard
perfect sights.
Since then his subjects have included the Matterhorn in Switzerland and
the Teton Range itt North America;
both have been made fainous in photographs by Ansel Adams. Van
Hesemans was an assistant instructor
for workshops in the Ansel Adams’
gallery in the early 1970s. This greatly
influenced his own work.
The difference between Adams’
Grand Mons and Van Hesemans’ version is that you Call actually see them
in Adams’. Van Hesemans’ Grand

RESERVE

OFFICERS’

330 E Santa Clara St

Between 7th IS 8th Sts
1Block North of Engineering Bldg
L9.98-2218 Expires 11-22-91
Mlle =IN IIMIN

TRAINING

CORPS

$2-150,00

atZ1511Itt

If you’re a qualified student with good
grades, apply now for an Army ROTC
scholarship. It pays off during college
And afterwards.
Find out more. Contact Major
Mark Backer, MacQuarrie Hall,
Room 308, 924-2925.
t
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FRI. h Consultation with this Ait

Though he is I.. I I 2- and I5-hour
days, he inanat.,,t i..,dmpletc a correphotography.
spondence coil]
During the till,
. a there he took
many ps lie.
He said lie uies not to look at them
too often because they bring back horrible memories of the war. But with
Veteran’s Day just ixist, he can’t help
hut remember.
So Van Hesemans has decided he
will take 55 of the best pictures taken
there (for the 50,(XX) Americans who
Irate died in that war) and put them
together to be placed by the Vietnam
Memorial in Washington. He likens it
to "a Band Aid - to help mend what
people do," and adds that it’s "for the
boys."
Van Hesemans’ other plans for the
future include enlarging his collection
of bad weather art and a 1993 eatender of his work of black and white
landscapes.
Born in Holland in 1946, Van
Humans moved to Australia with his
parents as a young boy. They moved
again to San Francisco when he was
10 years old.
Van Hesemans "has had over 100
photographs published, has participated in over 50 exhibitions and is in
numerous collections around the
world," according to a press release.
Part of Van I leVIDIMS gallery show
includes a wall covered in postcards
written by students about their \VON
traveling experiences. He invites SISI
students to participate and is givitm
Out Fires of up to S50 for the best
worst vacation experience held at
Gallery 2 at the Art building.

Give Us Your Best Shot!!
WIN UP TO $1,000
IN THE AGFA TRIM "
PHOTO CONTEST!

CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES.

wash america
the clean laundry

Tetons are complek.ly covered by
clouds in a more typically bad-weathered day.
He calls this "a play on a few
famous images and the expectations
people might have when they go" to
these places.
Van Hesemans likes to include a
little of what he calls "propaganda"
with his pieces that hang in room two
of the Art building now through
Friday. He does this by placing a
stamp or a post card of the same scene
below his photograph Along with his
photograph of the 1 rand Tetons, he
includes Adams otiginal called
"Clearing" on a poskard below. Van
tit ;ailing his
Hesemans is think
"Unclearing."
Some of the pieces include a postcard with an inscription, like the one
he wrote, but never sent to Adams’
wife, Virginia Adams. He tells her
how the weather wasn’t fairing so well
when he took his pictures. View
Masters are set up that contain slides
of similar scenes on clear, sunny days
so the viewer can compare it with his
version.
Van Hesemans said he enjoys the
works of the artist Christ whose yellow umbrellas decorated California’s
and Japan’s hillsides.
"His idea to soil of do outrageous
things and take that money and hire
people to set it up," was what he
admired most, he said.
As a helicopter mechanic in the
Vietnam war, one of his jobs was to go
up in helicopter test flights. He said
that this gave hint great incentive to
photograph lath, ., apes.
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Senior advertising major Christian Minor throws a lid to a lantern in the ceramics lab

LOS ANGELES (AP)
Something was missing from movie
theaters this past summer. Did you
spy it?
The 1991 vacation season was the
lirst ume in 14 years that James Bond
was a no-show for his biennial rendezvous with the world’s action film
fans.
Where have you gone, Agent 007?
It seems the renowned expert on beauties, martinis and intrigue has been the
victim of legalistics.
Last February, Albert R. "Cubby"
Broccoli, producer of 16 out of 18
Bond movies and owner of the Bond
property, filed suit against MGMPathc (formerly MOM -VA), which
holds the distribution rights for Bond
films.
The suit alleged MGM had caused
a $20 million loss of revenue because
of "highly irregular" activities in
licensing of the Bond films.
Danjaq S.A., a Swiss company
controlled by producers Albert and
Dana Broccoli, alleges that MGMPathe licensed the 007 movies at
"below market value" to help finance
Pathe’s $1.3 billion buyout of MGM
Communications Co. last November.
The suit claims that in the struggle
to raise funds for the buyout, MOMPathc licensed the films with unusually long terms, unusually high numbers
of broadcasts and in packages in
which the Bond films were improperly grouped with other movies.
MGM-Pathe’s Alan Ladd Jr.
refused to comment on specifics of
the suit, but said in a statement:
"I’ve been friends with Cubby
Broccoli and his Bond handy for over
25 years. So naturally it stands to reason that we welcome finding a resolufion to the dispute and look forward to
making pictures with Cubby and
Barbara (his producer-daughter) and
(co-producer) Michael Wilson."
’I here had been talk in the movie
trade that perhaps the Bond pictures
had run their course. The last one,
"Licence to Kill," sold $34.6 million .
worth ot tickets in the United States
and Canada, la opiirtionately the
smallest gross oi the series.
The mit previous Bond movies,
"The Lit int: Ills lights" and "A View
to a Kill," grin:sod .5() million apiece.
Cooper denies that "Licence to
Kill" \1:is a Nisi.
"It was the third biggest -grossing
Olin iniernationalh in 1989, making
over S100 million, not including
domestic," he said. "The television
rights alone were \withe’ niiillion.’’
Far from closing up shop, the
Bond people continue to plan for the
future, said Cooper, although there
currently is no film in the works.
"The company has not gone to
sleep," he said. "After 30 years, the
Bond pictures remain an ongoing process. Scripts have been prepared.
Actors arc always being discussed for
new villains and beauties.
"People keep bringing us new gadgets, like the world’s smallest automobile. Stunt men drop by with ideas for
great new stunts, which have always
been an integral part of the Bond pictures."
Timothy Dalton took over the
Bond role in the last two films, and he
remains the producers’ choice, said
’ooper. There appears to be no possibility of bringing back Scan Connery
or Roger Moore,
Alter 16 features, the works iii lan
Fleming have been depleted. But that
doesn’t bother the producers.

r

ARMY ROTC
Till SMARTEST COLLEGE
COURSE TOO CM TAKE.

Its easy, it’s fun and it can be very rewarding to participate in
I I iE AGFA TRIADE PHOTO CONTEST Just take your best shot
and bring it to our store Enter in either amateur or professional
categories. You can win up to $1,000 plus a 90 -roll assortment of
AGFA TRIADE, three new professional color films with individual
color saturation that provide you with creative choices and results
never before available Stop in today for your official entry form
and full details Entries must be submitted by January 7, 1992

DISCOUNT PHOTO SUPPLY
( )pc ii Daily
4-5A1 Saturday 10-2 451 S. 4111 st. 40H -275-W.40
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WORLD EVENTS

0 Looted Czarist
treasures found on
Soviet military
base in Germany
MOSCOW (AP) - Treasures from the
famed "Amber Room" of a Czarist palace in
Russia -stolen by the Nazis in World War II
- have been found in a Soviet military base
in eastern Germany, a newspaper reported
Tuesday.
The room was one of the great masterpieces of pre-revolutionary Russian artisanry,
along with Faberge eggs and the Czar’s jewels. It consists of large wall panels and other
furnishings made from the rare, honey-colored resin.
The treasures were stripped by German
soldiers from the famous chamber in

San lose State

University

$5,000,000 MEDICAL/HEALTH
insurance coverage for students
thru Blue Cross of California. Rates
as low as $20. per month. For
brochure, call:
(408) 2527300.

Sunny with a light wind. Highs in the 60s.
TOMORROW - Patchy late night fog becomirks; mostly umny on Thursday. High of 62.

Catherine’s Palace at Tsarskoye Selo, a village outside St. Petersburg.
In its report, Rabochaya Tribuna did not
identify the military base where it said the
treasures were discovered or how they got
there. It said the entire cache could be worth
$150 million.
Also found were several gold icon frames
stolen from the Russian city of Novgorcxl, the
newspaper reported.
It said Soviet military intelligence learned
of the whereabouts of the stolen artifacts
months ago, but that documents disclosing
the news never reached Soviet President
Mikhail Gorbachev or Russian Federation
President Boris Yeltsin.
There are "suggestions that either the
papers were deliberately concealed by members of (former KGB Chairman Vladimir)
Kryuchkov’s KGB with the idea of creating
their own political capital, or lost in the
archives of the arrested Communist Party’s
Central Committee" the newspaper reported.

NEW: STUDENT DENTAL PLAN
Office vises, teeth cleaned and
brays - no charge.
SAVE MONEY and your TEETH
Enroll now! For brochure see
A.S. Office or
Call 800655.3225
DANCE AUDITION MULTI CULTURAL
male & female Nov. 23. 91 1-3
p m. In Fremont call 510 6598592
18 TRACK RECORDING STUDIO
Only 15 min from SJSU. we are
offering lower rates for Slat stu
dents and staff who need working
practice tapes. band/songwriter
demos and 258 track mid -recording. Call for info VITAL SOUNDS
408 2740909.
REMEMBER WHEN sex was safe
and skydiving was dangerous?
Play it safe!
Bay Area SkydMng 510 634 /575
VOLUNTEER LEADERS NEEDED to,
Inner City children youth
Serve with Cityleam Ministries
Youth outreach In bible clubs,
tutoring, discipleship
flours flexible Bernie Ashby
(408) 9984770
WANTED: KO/LOFT
Call (408) 4350220 I xt 224;
Need bed rloft frame
CASH FOR COLLEGE. Scholarship
Quest has over 300,000 sources of
available College cash Our person.
alized Financial Planning Report
finds the hidden scholarship
sources for you Call for a free copy
of ’10 Ways To Stretch Your Scho,
arship Chances" 408 7338226
MAKE YOUR ANNOUNCEMENT
in the Spartan Daity Ealssified
ARE YOU APPLYING
TO GRADUATE SCHOOL?
The Princeton Review seeks Pro,
Law. PreBusiness and other
prospective graduate students
interested in taking a FREE I. SAT,
GMAT or GRE diagnostic exam Cali
(4081 768.9674 to make your
reservation Call Today,
"MR. BLUE GREEN" has current
Cell Tech Products (algae & at,
dolpholus etc.) Orl hand now. Spa
cial money making/saving plan for
sororities, frets groups. Get brain
food/body rebuilding items from
Viktor in SH 211 or write; Plan 198.
TO Box 9, Si. CA 95103 Phone
408 4928827 Free yeast self test
OPEN BIBLE
Oh, put God to the test and see
Prow kind He Is!
Honor your father and mother,
that you may nave a long,
good life
You must not murder
You must not commit achiltery
You must not steal
You must not lie
Ibu must not be greedy
$ Chi PO Boy 160315
Cupertino CA 95016

AUTOMOTIVE
AUTO INSURANCE
Campus losuldhc Service
Special Student Programs
Serving SJSU for 20 years
’Great Rates for Good Drivers’
"Good Rates for Non Good Drivers"
SPECIAL DISCOUNTS
’Good Student’
’Family MultIcar"
CALL TODAY
296.5270
FREE
NO HASSLE - NO OBLIGATION
QUOTE
Also open Saturdays 9-2
TOYOTA CIELICA 1982.
5 speed Exeunt condition
$2500. /obo 2867651

SEIZED CARS, trucks, boats
4 wheelers. motorhomes. by 11,i
IRS, DEA Available your area
Call 80568) 7.-I. i I . C. 125.,

COMPUTERS
APOLLO COMPUTER SYSTEMS
Specializing in IBM compatibles
Complete systems as low as $435
Apollo can build a computer to
meet your specific needs. We also
help students upgrade their existing
computer sustems! We’re happy to
answer questions Please call us at
(4081 295.0869

@ Kuwait oilfields
could suffer if
output pushed

(3 United States
officially back in
Cambodia

KUWAIT CITY (AP) - Experts say
rebuilding Kuwait’s ravaged oil industry will
cost up to $30 billion. They warned that a
headlong rush to ram production back to preinvasion levels could cause serious long-term
damage.
Retreating Iraqi military forces set afire or
sabotaged 73201 Kuwait’s 1,300 wells when
U.S.-led coalition troops liberated the emirate
in February.
"No one can tell at this stage what the
extent of the damage is, but it’s very significant," Jamie Simmons, a senior British
Petroleum official, said in a telephone interview from London.
"With proper management of the fields,
Kuwait could go back to its pre-invasion production level. But the question is how long
would that last. The real damage could be
seen in the future, not now.
"A lot depends on what they do now and
how much money they’re willing to spend to
rehabilitate the wells."
Officials figure about 70 percent of the
damaged wells will be brought back eventually. The oilfields are Kuwait’s economic lifeline.
Restoring oil production to the pre-invasion level of 1.5 million barrels a day will
help pay reconstruction bills.
But, Simmons cautioned, "if they try to
produce too quickly, if they’re eager to make
money too quickly, then that would cause
more damage to the fields. They should take
it easy and slowly build up their production."
Kuwait now is producing 325,(Xl0 barrels
a day, with an additional 140,(XX) barrels a
day from the border Neutral Zone it shares
with Saudi Arabia.

PHNOM PENH, Cambodia (AP) - A
U.S. envoy presented his credentials Tuesday
to Prince Norodom Sihanouk, reasserting an
official American presence here for the first
time since the iron -handed Khmer Rouge
moved to take power in 1975.
The prince heads the Supreme National
Council of Cambodia, a national reconciliation council composed of the four opposing
factions in this Southeast Asian country of
nearly 7 million people. It is to pave the way
for U.N-sponsored elections in 1993.
After a short ceremony at the Royal Palace
at which he received Charles H. Twining’s
credentials, Sihanouk asked that America not
repeat its earlier interference in internal politics here, but instead help develop Cambodia.
Twining, 50, a longtime Cambodia expert
who speaks fluent Cambodian, holds ambassadorial rank and will serve as a special representative to the council rather than the government now in Phnom Penh. He and four other
members of the U.S. mission arrived in
Phnom Penh last week.
In a champagne toast to "a new era in
Cambodian history," Sihanouk and Twining
agreed the only way to prevent Khmer Rouge
guerrillas from taking power in Cambodia
again was to satisfy the needs of the majority,
rural population.
Sihanouk was toppled by a military-led
coup in 1970 that was supported by the
United States. A bloody five-year war followed between the Khmer Rouge and the Lon
Nol government.
As the guerrillas prepared for a final
assault, the U.S. Embassy had to evacuate
Phnom Penh on April 12, 1975. U.S.
Ambassador John Gunther Dean, clutching a

COMPUTER SALES
386/33MHZ 4rneg RAM SVGA
monitor 1.2 and 1.44 drive 120
rneg hard disk SVGA video card
w/Imeg 230W PS case 101 key
board software 51800.
386/16MHZ 2 meg RAM VGA monitor 1 2 and 1 44 drive 40meg hard
disk VGA video card w/512193 200
W PS case 101 keyboard $950 We
guarantee the best price in town
Prices subject to change w/o
notice Call to, rnost current price
Life time tech supp Call
926-1970 Ask for Nasaron.

FOR SALE
STOP MUGGERS. RAPISTS, drug.
gies in tnelr tracks, instantly, sate
and legal Money back guarantee
Better than tear gas. - 7886818

HELP WANTED
DON’T GET A CLERICAL 1051
WOMEN & men. try VALET PARKING
FM, most drive stick shift,
clean DMV. good comm.
$6 00/hr. plus tips
Call (415) 397.4546
SS/HR. TCNR. SUB 12 units ECE.
11 30-6 McKinley Latchkey Near
SJSU Caii Diane Ferry 9710888.
GRAPHIC DESIGNERS
Outdoor apparel company iooking
to begin building stable of freelance
’I’ shirt 8. textile graphic design.), s
408 476.7307
Mont -Bell Company Ltd
PLATOON
Sales/Management Tra.nee
National Marketing Co. Seeks h
motivated individuals who desire
serious play money’ lull/Parr _wow
Call now 2574175
ADVANCED MARKETING
Full and part time lobs available
due to company growth and rapid
expansion. Flexible hours No nape
hence needed On the lob training
Call now and earn big bucks!!!
(408) 775.4757

DEATH CIGARETTES seeks sales
rep team in San lose area Pert
time Call (213) 827 3623

NEWS Quiz
Five correct - Elected star
reporter for Spring semester.
Three to four - Assigned to
review newest Spielberg film.
One to two - Forced to cover
the A.S. and tennis beats.

o

How long has President Daniel
:trap Moi controlled Kenya’s government?
49 When will the Art Dept.’s design
faculty show entitled "Out of Context"
end its run?
Why did 50 MEChA members.
including SJSU students, protest at
Apple Computer in Cupertino on
Friday?
O Which campus sports team
outscored its two opponents by 27-3
this past weekend’?
O Name the firm consultant that
heads the SJSU presidential search.

e

ANSWERS: 1)14 years. 2) Dec. 12. 3) To support a recently announced boycott of Apple
products announced by the Service Employees
Int. Union. 4) SJSI
i llockey downed
Davis and Fresno Su,
Charles B. Neff.

Edited by Corey iresiddc
SNean I/ ails Aquddllt Near Editor

924-3282
924-3277

PHONE:

1.1 r IS ors THE GROUND FLOORI
. o pasta restaurant
Now interviewing
,,unter & kitchen personnel Call Pasta Mla -730.5782
N lst/Trimble 1’ PIM from II Rail

ROYALE APTS.
200 /Ina startng at $7/5 mo
Free basic cable TV Modern appii
ances Walk to SJSU $100 off 1’
months rent 381 F William at 9th
Trw-, "lit 08117 I ...we mesSage

LEARN TO FLIT
. -ea through
apecial 1 hour.
.,,, r .,, l.grrt for 1,35 00
Call Jim at 14081 723.3146
for details

81 FUNDRAISER NATIONWIDE

E.S GRAD STUDENT SEEKS large

REPOSSESSED IRS Foreclosed
homes available al below market
value Fantastic savings! Vora repair
Also S&L bailout properties Cali
805 682 7555 Eiit 111513

1440)735-2077

POSTAL JOBS AVAILABLEJ
Many positioes Great benefits. Cali
805 682 7555 I- at P.3310
START 87 - 8.00 PER HOUR
Day Swing Grave shifts Ft/P1
Weekly pay
Security/Reception/High tech
Excellent benefits
Credit union Medical Insurance
No Experience Required
Immediate interviews
Apply 8am 5pm. Mon Fri
Vanguard Security Services
3212 Scott Blvd. Santa Clara
(bete San Tomas Exo / Olcott)
JOIN THE CREW at the Rusty Scup.
per! Applications accepted MP
2 305 00. 1235 Oakmead Pk"
Sunnyvale. 245.2911 Conveniently
located off Hwy 101 & Lawrence
Expwy See you soon.
COMPUTER RETAIL SALES
,
your scrs,
it too? I im
glad to know
that Cori,
best Ma.
reseller,
..
openings .1’
Candidates m1,1 tm
\I
ate. Duties include cashier,’
uCt demos, and customer
Cover letter & resume to Porto,
ComputerWare. 2800 W Bayshure
P.110 Alto, CA 943(1
LAWN AERATION SALES
$10. HOUR.
Guaranteed
Weekends
Green Thumb lawn Service
2490556
RAYNET IS CURRENTLY SEEKING
energetic candidates for a corer:,
rate communications internship. In
this 20 hr./wk paid position, you
will help write. edit and desigi,
employee newsletter and support
all areas of employee cornmanTo
tions if you are a junior or Senor
mgoting in Journalism or Co,..
cations, contact Erin Stock!,
Allison Healy at 14151 324*,
(415) 688.2298 for more ’
lion or send your resume to I..
COrpOratiOn, 181 Constitut,
Menlo Park, CA 94025

MODEL SEARCH 91 Cosmopolitan
International modeling agency seekNEVER A DULL MOMENT in the ing M / F for fashion, print and T
wortd of radio advertising salmi commercial work For free ’,value.
Drel financial and personal satisfac lion- Call 374 6090
lion working for Oldies 935 1011P,
POP SYSTEMS has joo openings
one of the market’s fastest growing
In high tech r ornputer industry.
stations The door to success Is
wide open for the enthusiastic Excellent owlet runty for graduating
marketing majors, or any
go-getter. Send your resume to
graduating senior. Call
Oldies 93 5. One Robar Center.
(408) 9440301 for interest in a
Suite 201. Salinas, California.
93901 Equal opportunity employer
kill time or part time account
executive position open
CIRCULAR MOTIONS
NEC/P.C. OR CHILD 0EV/01
COMPACT DISCS
MAJORS! Small World Schools is
Part tirne and frill time positions
Pr a mg teachers and substitutes for
available Must be able to work
our 9 preeehool 18.12 units ECE
weekends., Music knowledge a
than
preferred) and 12 schoolege
plus Please, other
"Alterna.
(Rae/PS units o.k.) programs.
the music" is a rnaior plus Apply at
We hays both fuliaime and part
Los Gatos locatioe 395-3494 or
Time positions Flexible hours
Cupertino location 252-3472
twallWi. Our centers are open
Sam to 8 pm Experience
WANTED beginning Jen 92 Child
preferred but not required
care 10 S 1 home for It mo infant 3
Call 257 7326
hr 246.80/2
days /wk Car reel
LIFEGUARDS/SWIN and aqua ewer
(lse instructors nededi The central
YMCA is looking for enteusiate pee
pie who are experienced and certi
fled in lifesaving. Contact Tote or
Carl at 7981717

U.S. flag, and his staff were flown out by U.S.
Mannc helicopters.
Sihanouk said to reporters Tuesday, "I
think the United States must play a very
important role in Cambodia. If you organized
a referendum here a clew majority would say:
’We like America.He asked for a "high profile presence of
America" and urged that U.S. aid go directly
to the rural people instead of through officials
who might prove to be corrupt.

FAX:

campus group can earn tetween
$50041000 In less than 7days
You pay absolutely nothing
Eat 3
Call

Cali /learner D‘ ;31214 71193. &
I’ll call you back
ROOMMATE WANTED. Rent
1212
2 bed / 2 bath . share
room 148 E Williams. Gateway
Apt s Contact Ben King 971-4708
2 ROOMS FOR RENT in quiet
home. Walking distance to lght rail
$375 ea Dec 11408) 7738075.
$119.950.- WHY RENT? I bed.
Wm COM), very private, inside util
ities. ’2 patios. close to public trans.
portaton and SJSU Agents Neill
268.7985 Michael 496-8189.
LIKE NEW 1 BR APTS.
Brignt & dry with AEK. OW, AC
Gated parking. intercom. laundry.
Two roommates 0.1(
Rent 5685.$850
Also rent monthly parking only
Quiet, nice ror staff
I block from campus
ASPEN VINTAGE TOWER
2974705
2 BORN / 2 BATH APT.
145 a month Walk or ride
to school 780 S 11th street
tadry facilities, secuaty bldg
. -0 IV ay
ReflItIdeled, very
mgr 288-9157

PERSONAL
ENTREPRENEUR RESOURCE.
montrcy pubi,cation serving
entrepreneurs wrath adv & articles
Saieuie copy $2 year $12.
PO Ron 7010, Van Nuys, CA
914037010
COMPUTERMATE.
mor cost dating service.
FREE brochure. PO Box 612112
SI CA 951612112
’800 4279199 ’Agents Wanted’

SERVICES
TUTOR. Math. Physics. Comp. Sci
, ea
vci runts
y
.1.1.’ (ii (Ill ’Or dhP,

CUSTOM MADE RESUMES
All formats available
Call David -629.1488
BARE IT ALL,. PERMANENT HAIR
REMOVAL. Stop shaving-waxing.
tweezingor using chemicals let
us permanently remove your
unwanted hair. Back, Chest, Lip,
Bikini, Chin. Tummy, etc Students
& faculty 15% discount. 1st appt
1/2 price If made before December
25th. Hair Today Gone Tomorrow.
621 E. Campbell Ave M17
Campbell, Call 408 379.3500.
Gwen, Trish or Mance.
Registered Electroiogists
CAREERPRO RESUMES-995.5758
1625 The Alameda 12 miles 515)
-Advertise to Maio EmployersStudent Discounts - Nationwide
ELECTROLYSIS CLINIC? Unwanted
hair removed forever Specialist
Confidential Your own sterile
Probe Or cfisoosable
Call 207.7486.
335 S Baywoorl Ave San lose
BRAND NAME MT. BIKE PARTS
Special Ordered Qual.ty high end
parts only. Discotnt Prices
Call 2940479, ask for lohn.
after 8p m for info
SOW DISCOUNT on all
PERMANENT COSMETICS.
Enhance pour natural beauty"
Eye iiner. Eyebrows Lips -Cheeks
Small scars blended
Expires 12-25.91
Call Trish 01 408 379.3500
Hair Today Gone Tomorrow
621E Campbell Ave Ill
Campbell, CA 95008
WRITING, RESEARCH SERVICES.
Ail %Ace, I, Paper
OeVe100,e,1
Qudi,fecl writer’,
Edqog Re ,,mes
,S,.rig guaranteed Reasonable
Ilanteley 1415) 841 5036

STATE HOUSE APARTMENTS
2 bdrm / 2 bath start $765 I
basic cable TV, Security Gates
Remodeled - Roomy and clean
SONS 11th St Call
Dan 795.5256 or
Steve 129 0290 Leave reess.vgt.

VOICEMAIL $S. PER MONTH No
deposit, instal...
costs Private am:
.
rouse. Call .1’ in

TRAVEL
FREE TRAVEL
-is and
Cru,seS/vps Students .1.s0 needed
Christmas. Spring and Summer tor
Amusement Pam empiormeht Cat
805 6827555 Eat F1661

TWO BLOCKS FROM CAMPUS
next to Original Joe’s
TYPING WORDPROCESSING
$I 50.$2 00 page
Macintosh laser print.
Notes, papers, letters.
’ .
resumes. etc. Free editing
ahrmann Business Center
1st Sr 151 Fl 2830700

PROFESSIONAL TYPING SERVICE
Word Processing. term Papers
Theses, Graduate WOO, ANA &
rural:Tian Desktop Pub, ’,op.
Graphic Design & Lay?,
Laser Output
Satisfaction Guaranteed
VIRGIL* INTEGRATED PUBLISHING
Near Oaeridge Mall 2246395

MARI EXPERIENCED TYPIST.
Let me do tne None,
Resumes, term nape,. theses
etc Grad & undergrad Available
days (eves. & weekends by am
IBM Comp / Laser prime.
Call Anna 972 4992

EXPERIENCED WORD Processors
’arrow w4n APA /tura! a -formats Seen e one li
.,.
Pacers our spe, a la
check/storage lowcost
’
and graphics Resumes ,
other Services avail,,’ r.
MasrerSOn’S Word Proce
Cali Pau, or Virginia 251 iIva

AMTRAK EXPANDS TRAIN SER.
VICE TO SAN JOSEI Beginning Dec
12. try Amtrak’s 3 new daily trains
to Sacramento. baying San lose at
6:35 am.. 1210 pm & 5 lOpm.
QUALITY TYPING SERVICE
Trains stop at Fairfield and Davis
Term papers, theses resumes. ler
From Sacramento. Ameak buses
ters, rePOrts All formats Steno
continue directly to Auburn / Collar
sevice Pock up are, delivery for
/ Truckee, Grass Valley, and
large robs 20 years
Marysville / Oroville / Chico / Red
experience. MA in English
Bluff / Redding. One Amtrak ticket
Call Margaret.
covers both train and bus One-way
8 arn to 8 DM, at 2,16775
fare to Sacramento $73 Jan -April
roundtrips only $24 most days 3
EXPERIENCED A AFFORDABLE!
daily departures also available from Term papers se,
San lose to Fresno / Hanford
etc Cali God 3386038,
Bakersfield via direct Amtrak bus to
trainside at Stockton Call 1-800
CALL LINDA FIRST’ Theses, term
USA RAIL for info/matron
papers Word perfect 5.1. Cassette
transcription Spell check Near
WHERE DO YOU WANT TO GO?
280/Winchester $2 PP 8662399
Hawaii, Mexico. Europe U S
Make your Christmas Ly.mc -ow
TYPING A WORDPROCESSING
aq’or.-.
low
Call for
$2 PER PAGE
408 997 364 / Acese
EILEEN . 2264459

WORDPROCESSING
CALL LINDA TODAY
processing
,,,
group ’alto’
All formats
Quick franschpbon se.,
Airman,’ / Bra AT YOUR SERVICE
i
i.ocon
aho hi’’, pro,- hosoe io-, papers
reSurnes. reports, flyers, letters
home, customized StatiOnary, ov,ta
tons, announcements, mass mail
ing! VERY COMPETITIVE PRICES
rrapid delivery SPECIAL FONTS and
GRAPHICS AVAILABLE on HP Laser
jet III printer. Editing from clocu
ments on floppy disk (WP 5 11
Call 951.7543
PROFESSIONAL TYPING
Fast - Accurate - Der
Kathleen 408 379

A NEATLY TYPED PAPER
19-’, "N. hest grade
oK
GO0d
h
dlSO nelp Le! M.%
F nglish leaChel dos,’
yOu o olcathorIg your
G PA FOreigh st.otleho.
welcome Call Barhara
at WRITEtlYPt
(408’ 295 14111

r’t

LETTERS, RESUMES. FLYERS
and small jobs by a pro
Laser printing
Free disk storage
Call Evelyn at
110 SERVICES-27081.:
CALL MARSHA 266.9448
ir word process ng !Word Perfect 51 and HP Laser II
Soetialize editing, e.g.grammar
sentence structure, formatl.hg
(APA, Turabian. MtA) Can OS., h.:.
your 5 1/4 Cialt
WP 5 ia
ASCII Assistance with al.
onases of thesis, term paper &
resume preparation
ESL students welcome
Willow Glen area
WHEN THE BEST
IS ALL YOU NEED,
.
i
Stk.
51 90 .r
oo
weeKord d,.. ’
1,o,YeSSa /Eythygo.h.
254-451,5
WORD PROCESSING

I’D LOVE TO DO YOUR TYPING
Located near Blackford H S
Call Mary lane - 985.7817
ATTENTION GRADS?
Let me ass.st you with your
Masters thesis/proiect
preparation Expertise on
APA/Turabien fOrrnats & Grad OP ce
requirements Will Edit
grammar, punctuation, senteni
Structure (forme, English ’,all’,
Word Perfect & HP laser
Willow Glen area
Call Mrs Morton
:66 9448 nail 8-8

Suzanne 44t, ..e; -.4
AFFORDABLE IL EXPERIENCED
o.. .1, I,

DAILY CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING THAT WORKS!
PRINT YOUR AD HERE. (Count approximately 30 letters and spaces for each line. Punctuation counts as one let)i

DDEILIEILIODECIDOCIEDEL7DOMEEEIDE
EODEMODEEDOEICEIEECIDODEIDEIDOHL_ii.I.

CHIODEEJOGJEICIDOEILIEDEMEMODOEJLE7
PilEICIEJDODOEIDEDEIDOODEDOODODEL:_,_
Name

AD RATES, MINIMUM 3 LINES ON ONE DAY
One Two Thurso FOUf Five
Day Days Days Days Days
3 lines

$500 $6 00

$700

$800

$900

41ines

$600 $700

$800

$900

$10 00

51ines

$700 $800

$900

$1000 $11 00

6110es

$8 00

$10 00 $11 00 $1200

$900

Each additional line $1 00

HOUSING

7

November 20, 1991

SJSU WEATHER: TOOAY -

CLASSIFIEDS
ANNOUNCEMENTS

Wednesday,

Each additional day Si DO
SEMESTER RATES,

ALL ISSUES

5-9 lines $70 00* 10-14 lines $9000
15 19 lines $0000

Questions? Call (408) 924-3277

Please check
your classification:

Address

City State

Automotive

1b

Computers
Tor Sale

Phone

Greek

I

Help Wanted

SEND CIIIVK R\it i\ I 1 tiltl)Ek it)
SPARTAN DAILY CLASSIFIEDS
San Jose State University
San Jose, California 95192-0149

Personal

On Cancelled ads

WOrdpreicossing

Housing
Lost and Found
Services
Stereo
Travel

k

-

8

-

Ithistesilay, November 20, 1991

San lose State University

SPARTAN DAILY

U

POWER

DINEH: American Indians protest relocation ARREST
From Front Page
"They try to take our livestock c \ cry day
that gives us the food we eat," Biakeddy said
Biakeddy added that they arc also harass,’,1
daily by low -flying military jets and they ale
now subjected to severe air pollution coming
from nearby coal strip mining operations.
Steve Von Till, of the San Jose Big
Mountain Resistance and Support Group, said
he has visited Big Mountain and witnessed the
problems first-hand.
"When I was there I saw a jet come in so
fast you didn’t even hear it until it had flown
over," he said. "I could see the pilot in the
cockpit."
" The government calls it voluntary relocafirm, but they’ve created hardships that force
them out," said the co-organizer of Indian
America Week, continuing through Friday at
SJSU.
Von Till said that over-pumping of the
aquifer in the area has resulted in a die -off of
the grasses the Dinch’s herds of sheep and cattle depend on for food. Now the government
says the remaining grasslands are being overgrazed and they are taking away the livestock.
The relocation dilemma has divided the
Dineh, according to Von Till. He said the resistance to relocation comes primarily from the
"traditional people" of the Dinch and Hopi
nations.

special place so I can take care of this area all
through my life."
Biakeddy ended her talk by asking for the
prayers of the audience members.
Indian Amertea Week is a series of events
at SJSU is focusing on Native American issues
through lectures, civil rights presentations, art
exhibits, music and poetry readings.

Von Till said the traditional people arc
lighting the Hopi and Dineh tribal councils
who have been appointed by the government.
The tribal councils, though made up of
Indians, are pro-development and essentially
an extension of the Department of the Interior,
according to resistance members.
Families are also being divided, according
to Biakeddy. She said children of the families
in remote areas of the reservation are being
forcix to attend boarding schools.
"They send our children to boarding
schools at age six," she said. The isolation
from their families leads the children toward
drug and alcohol abuse, Biakeddy said.
As the women spoke to the audience, they
told of the price they have had to pay to stay
on their land. They also told of their hopes and
their prayers.
"I want to live there forever ... with all my
relatives," Benally said. "I pray every day that I
will be there with my family for as long as I
live. I’ve been fighting for this long, I hope toy
prayers will be answered."
Biakeddy talked of the day-to-day struggle
to keep up the resistance.
"We have no plans to make a life now," she
said. "We just fight relocation every day."
"I’ve raised eight kids at Big Mountain,"
said Biakeddy, who had never left her home
before this trip. "The creator has put me in this

Be the best

Indian America
Week events
Wednesday, Now. 20
le Noon Native Arrencan music. Student Union
Amphittealre
ev 2 p m peony/book readings, Student Union Pachwo
Room
Thursday, Nov. 21
> Noon Native Aineiican star ytelling, Student Union
Amphitheatre
> p m Toile Island mumble Nation American tears piewiatorr Ntothei Oboes Inn, 72 N FifthSt.Sal
Jose

Friday, Nov. 22
> Noon Native American music, Student Union
Amphitheatre
> 7 p m Indigenous Art Show and Auction inserts hone from local Indian attics and a traditional puppet
show, Student Union Bahr nom

Join the best

Be a part of the award-winning Spartan Daily. Come to Wahlquist Library North room 104
Reporters, photographers, artists and advertising salespeople needed.

From Front Page

From Front Page

said, ’You’re going to jail if you don’t tell me who
did it," Smith said.
On the way to the police car, "Smith struggled
with officer Johnson," Noricsa said in his police
report summary. So another of lICer joined Johnson to
help put Smith into the police car.
Smith said he struggled because the handcuffs
were hurting his arrn and because he didn’t want to
get into the car until he knew what the charges
against him were.
-They said they decided to take me to jail for tangling with an officer," he said.
Smith said he has hired a lawyer to help him light
the charges. He is scheduled to appear in court Jan.
13.
Copies of the report have been sent to the dean of
students, and student housing for further review.
This is the second time this month African American students are accusing UPD of racism.
The first incident occurred on Nov. 2 at an
African-American sorority dance in which two black
students who were arrested for "failure to disperse the
scene of an emergency." Those two students filed
charges of racial harassment against (JPD personnel
and an investigation is under way.
In order to reduce inter-racial misunderstandings
among officers and the public, UPI) stall receive
ongoing ethnic training. according to Lowe.
"We started training because of complaints that
have conic into the deparunent," he said.
Recently, UPD personnel studied from a 93 -page
syllabus at a seminar called "Treating People as
People: Cultural Awareness and Professionalism," by
Barry Shapiro from Oakland.
Although Lowe could not specify how many
racial harassment complaints the department has
received, he did say overall internal investigatiolIN are
down 25 percent from last year.

SJSU psychology senior, Lori
Macchi, said that the workshop has
made a significant mark in her life.
"The first one I attended changed
my life," Macehi said, "afterwards I
knew what I wanted to do and what
direction I wanted to !NC
Macchi also participates in similar
programs like a program called
"Supercamp" during the summer for
teenagers, and international workshops
she does on her own.
"The change I sec in people gives
me a high," Macchi said.
In the past weekend’s events,
Macchi said that the second stage concentrated on a power to change the
participant’s attitudes in dealing with
lpivrreths.lems with relationships in their

. MARLOWE% FLOWIRS

"You sec people come in as closed
up buds, and by the time they leave,
they’re blooming roses," Macchi said.
ITC adviser Dan Dupre said that
he’d like to work in improving the
workshop. Dupre said that by acquiring funds front Associated Students,
the workshop can be held in a hotel
where the intimacy may I y treserved
for effectiveness
ioirrc 1,,.etlier and
’’Keeping
talking is the best thiny lii do," Dupre
said.
Tentative plans for the next Power
Workshop is set for the last weekend
in February.
"We want to keep it going, and it
seems like we will," Dupre said.
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COOL prices
All your FULLON favorites
WAY close to campus
GET THE INSIDE TRACK

pa
, Card & receive
10 to 20% o
your

I hp aboard light rail and get the jump on
holiday shopping at the Pavilion. .lust imagine 5.

no parking or traffic hassles! And during
Thanksgiving weekend pick-up
DOWNTOWN
DINF

SU +2 BLOCKS
PAVILION SHOPS
in between
San Fernando
-and San Carl
on 1st Street’

pass

Famous
Sandwiche,,

A

II

Just bring vi tor receipt to (tut- special holiday cart.

Friday and Saturday, 0 a.m. - 8 p.m.
Sunday, 12 noon - 5 p.m.

FIRST & SAN FERNANDO
IN DOWNTOWN SAN JOSE
3 HOURS FREE
VALIDATED PARKING
OPEN DAILY

ALS

DESERTS

WERE SPORTING A NEW LOOK
"i

is now located across the street
in the Pavilion Shops

dons

32oz personal pitcher of beer 5 to 11

ntown San Jose. The newur in South lhi

the sports l’an’s ultimate pla)ground!

1)eet:tuber S at 9 p.m.
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1

1/2

1/2

CARD

0

1/2
1/2 1 / 2
ENTITLES

1/2

0

7
1

0
.

i

1

to one-half pound of
free coffee with every
five pounds purchased
and to a 10% discount
on our Coffee of the
Month.

1

THE TWO

THE TWO VIRGINS
SO South First St.

VIRGINS

S.J.,CA 95 13 (280-1955)

1

1

1

275-41722

the Pavilion itt

EXPERIENCE THE TWO VIRGINS

Complimentary buffet
$ 1.50 well, wine & draft
1,ive music & 1),1 dancing

Son .leme

to

( ;rand opening

HAPPY HOUR 5 to 9

t 1411\111’
Thi. Ifimirtthroh Night (loll in thy Pavilion Shop. _ li1-3111 11)

i. coming

and Sports ( :ity :ale. San Am; Live! 4

1 /2

PLAYING THURSDAY
This Side Up

Jose

higinal Sports Bar, Puzzles, 1A1 Ditt)’s

COLLEGE NIGHT
THURSDAYS

$2.00

oil

entertainment featuring America’s

150 So. First St. F9
San Jose
298- 5388

PRESENTS

!

di

1/2

Aliti

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1/2

1

1/2
110011$

1

.11
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POTATOES
HOAGIES

HEARTTHROB

0

PAVILION
SHOPS

Famous
Others:

Cheese Steak.

VEGGIE

crt

Special Thanksgiving weekend hours 150 S. First St,
Across the street from
the Fairmont Hotel
In the Pavilion
288-6297

Famous Phiffy

CHICKEN

rail

One per customer, please.

The

STEAK

light

with a purchase Irom any Pavilion shop.

You don’t have to travel
to Philadelphia
ply".1ins

a free

0

1

TH

TWO VIRGINS

